You have been sued.
Now What?

Website
ADA
Compliance
Made Easy.

We are here to help. Our
technology makes it possible
and our people set us apart.

ADA Title III Lawsuits. Solved.
ADA lawsuits are a matter of public record, and we understand that
you were very recently sued by a plaintiff making claims that your
business website has failed to uphold digital accessibility obligations
under ADA Title III and/or the California Unruh Civil Rights Act,
(if applicable).
It’s likely you have never heard the term “website accessibility,” and
now you’re facing legal action for something you didn’t even know
existed. Trust us. You’re not alone. There are a record number of
lawsuits being filed against companies just like yours. No ill intent.
Again, you didn’t even know this was a “thing.”
Chances are, you also were unaware that there are companies like
AudioEye who specialize in helping countless companies like you in
this exact situation.
AudioEye specializes in making digital content accessible. What
makes us different? We are an end-to-end partner, walking companies
like yours through every step of this process.
We help you understand the problem. Our technology – coupled with
our team of subject matter experts – ensures your website
continuously meets the standards of legal compliance. We arm you
(and your attorney) with an effective and proven legal response
strategy. We defend that strategy. And most importantly, we stay
with you to ensure you are protected, now and into the future.
So, if you don’t know where to start as a best next step in addressing
your website accessibility lawsuit, start with us.

Simplified accessibility
When it comes to making your
website accessible, you don’t have
to redesign your site. You don’t
have to identify (and make sense
of) your errors. No need to hire
more developers. No need to hire
consultants. You don’t have to learn
about the legalities or navigate the
complex language of the law. That’s
what we’re here for.
Our always-on AudoEye Manged
solution with patented technology
and a team of subject matter experts
does the work… freeing you to focus
on what you do best. In fact, we’re
proud to be the web accessibility
company that revolutionized the way
businesses and organizations achieve
and sustain digital inclusion. AudioEye
identifies and remediates accessibility
issues with both automated and
manual testing and engineering, and
provides continuous monitoring to
ensure your site meets or exceeds
legal compliance with ADA-related
laws and substantially conforms
with the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1.
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Steps to Address ADA Title III Lawsuits
AudioEye has helped countless companies in your same legal situation. We walk you – and your attorney –
through the six steps of navigating this issue, addressing it head-on and keeping you protected into the future:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Coordinate with legal counsel
Understand your options
Implement the AudioEye solution
Begin your path to compliance
Issue a response
Achieve and sustain accessibility compliance

Let’s start by understanding the issue.
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Steps to Address ADA Title III
Understanding the Issue
When we think of “accessibility” as it
relates to the Americans With
Disabilities Act (ADA), we tend to think
in terms of ramps and rails. We think of
the physical world and the
accommodations required for people
experiencing barriers of access due to
vision, auditory, mobility or cognitive
disabilities.
The ADA Tile III prohibits
“… discrimination on the basis of
disability in the activities of places of
public accommodations …” Today,
“public accommodations” includes the
internet, which means “accessibility”
poses a much bigger issue, and, like
the internet itself, impacts a much
bigger population. In fact, as much as
15% of the world’s population has some
form of disability.
Since 2015, businesses of all shapes
and sizes have been sued by plaintiffs
claiming ADA Title III violations.

While accessibility law remains
undefined for private, non-government
entities, the demands of these plaintiffs
do carry weight in courts, which have
more often sided with plaintiffs to
require businesses to remove digital
access barriers.
As just one example, in June of 2017, a
first-of-its-kind federal ruling found that
a large grocery store chain had violated
the Americans with Disabilities Act.
“… website has denied … full and
equal enjoyment of the goods, services,
facilities, privileges, advantages or
accommodations … offered to its
sighted customers.”
These lawsuits are showing no sign of
slowing in 2020. Step-by-step, we help
you fortify your digital accessibility
strategy, respond to plaintiff attorneys
and sustain a website that’s inclusive
of all.

Steps to Address
ADA Title III Lawsuits

Step 2: Understand
your options

Step 1: Coordinate
with legal counsel

Website accessibility may be achieved
in one of two ways:

In any legal matter, Step 1 is to get in
lock-step with your legal counsel. You
may succeed in keeping legal costs to a
minimum by familiarizing yourself with
the nature of the threats, embracing
the reality of the legal landscape, and
taking the steps suggested.

The traditional approach is called a
“shift left” strategy. Shift left refers to
integrating universal design and
accessibility testing and analysis as early
on in a project as possible. It’s in your
source code. For many businesses and
organizations with the right resources
and afforded a healthy amount of time,
this is absolutely the right thing to do.
Without a doubt, websites should be
designed, developed, and created with
web accessibility in mind.

That said, this approach doesn’t
help you right now with your site
already built.
This is where AudioEye comes in.
Our solution identifies and remediates
accessibility issues with both
automated and manual testing and
engineering and provides continuous
monitoring to ensure sites meet or
exceed legal compliance with
ADA-related laws and substantially
conform with the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), which
is the internationally recognized
benchmark used to ensure the needs of
individuals of disabilities are addressed
when it comes to creating and
publishing websites and digital content.
No need to rebuild your site. No need to
access your source code.

Percentage of potential
issues found with
automated testing alone

35%

What about automated
testing tools?
There are a vast number of automated
testing tools. In fact, the plaintiff or
their attorneys have likely used a free
automated testing tool in making
their claims of non-compliance,
against you. These solutions provide
businesses that tend to have very little
knowledge of the issue with insights
into, approximately, 35% of the overall
potential issues. Unfortunately, they do
next to nothing to assist your business
in understanding true access barriers
and may even provide misleading
evidence (false positives) that further
waste product stakeholders’ time
(assuming the business even controls
your website – i.e. many businesses rely
on outsourced niche CMS providers,
which leaves their hands tied when
it comes to meeting compliance).

Further, and most importantly, these
solutions do nothing to fix anything.
At the very best, they offer potential
insight to assist internal stakeholders
with information of how to find and,
potentially fix, up-to, 35% of the issues
as detected by the automated testing
suite. The remaining issues require
subject matter experts to uncover issues
through manual accessibility assistive
technology (AT) testing.

What about accessibility
toolbars?
For as many automated testing tools,
there are just about as many lowcost accessibility toolbars, many of
which emulate from the leading-edge,
industry-first web personalization tools
that AudioEye supplies free with the
AudioEye Managed Service. On their
own, these solutions provide businesses
with incremental benefits that address

a small percentage of potential access
barriers. Automatic remediation (if any)
narrowly addresses WCAG Success
Criteria, which leaves very little benefit
for AT users, which are the ones filing
lawsuits against businesses for noncompliance. This approach has worked
well in countries outside of the United
States, as evidenced by the wealth
of international firms attempting to
enter the market in the U.S. Until these
tool providers achieve validation from
U.S.-based security organizations and
can pass stringent due diligence, they
face an uphill climb. Further, and more
importantly, until these tool providers
are able to securely and reliably deliver
human-based remediation as delivered
through their dynamic remediation
technology, U.S. companies will see
through their façade and/or gain very
little benefit by incorporating these
highly limited solutions.

Step 3: Implement the AudioEye solution
AudioEye’s Managed Service provides comprehensive digital accessibility compliance
testing, validation and monitoring. By integrating a simple JavaScript include, our
proprietary and patented technology automatically and dynamically remediates
certain issues of web accessibility. This technology-first approach is coupled with
a team of accessibility subject matter experts who continuously monitor and test.
Not only is there immediate benefit that comes with the AudioEye solution, but
AudioEye’s trusted and holistic approach provides a sustainable and cost-effective
solution. We ensure you achieve and maintain compliance so that you can focus on
what you do best.

In addition to this ongoing effort,
the AudioEye Managed Service also
includes:
AudioEye Trusted Certification:
AudioEye attestation of your
established and ongoing
commitment to digital inclusion
24/7 dedicated web
accessibility Help Desk
Toolbar: free assistive web
personalization tools
Official auditor representation
to assist with your legal needs
Free access to monthly
training seminars

Step 4: Begin your path
to compliance
Once authorized, embedding the
AudioEye technology into your website
is as simple as adding an analytics
tracking code. The process takes only a
matter of minutes and starts eliminating
access barriers right away. From day one
of implementation, our customers are
protected. We’ve significantly mitigated
legal risk and unlocked digital content
for the millions of people previously
unable to access it.
In this step, we also encourage our
clients to embed an Accessibility
Statement to further promote the
sustainable and holistic digital
accessibility strategy that is underway.
In addition to ensuring your website
meets the success criteria defined

through WCAG and fixing issues that
impact users employing their own
assistive technology (AT), AudioEye
also deploys its Toolbar, leading-edge
assistive web enhancement tools,
available free to your users.
These tools benefit all site visitors, but
particularly, aging populations and
individuals who have vision, hearing,
motor and intellectual (cognitive)
disabilities. Additionally, people who
are color blind, dyslexic, are learning to
read, learning a second language, or
may prefer listening instead of reading,
can also customize their experience to
help them better and more fully receive
the information your site presents.

Step 5: Issue your response
With evaluation and remediation now underway, we work with you and your
attorney to craft a response detailing the steps already taken and those in
progress to address the plaintiff’s demands. The response should also articulate
your long-term strategy for ensuring both equitable use of your digital assets,
and an optimal experience for all users, regardless of their individual abilities.

Deploying the AudioEye solution and informing the plaintiff in a detailed response
demonstrates a commitment to digital
inclusion that leaves little, if any, room for
rebuttal.

Step 6: Achieve and
sustain accessibility
compliance
Maximizing conformance may require
your designers and/or developers to
integrate outstanding issues that impact
your company’s ability to conform
with WCAG 2.1. While these items are
usually minimal, AudioEye works with
your team in a collaborative fashion
to finalize the implementation.
When complete, AudioEye updates
the public-facing Accessibility
Statement and certifies your
organization’s conformance level, as
promoted via the AudioEye Trusted
Certification.

Upon completion, AudioEye will have:
Tested your web infrastructure for issues using automated tools and
manual technical and functional testing processes, including testing by
individuals with disabilities
Remediated accessibility issues using a balance of technology and
engineering generated solutions
Validated access barrier issue resolution
Partnered with your team - consulting and collaborating to understand
certain issues of accessibility
Provided tools for your team to track and maintain an accessibility audit
over time
Deployed innovative assistive web enhancement tools that are free to
all users of your website
Supplied users with a Help Desk utility for reporting access and usability
issues (if encountered)
Integrated a public-facing accessibility statement that highlights your
organization’s commitment to digital inclusion
Assisted your legal team in providing a thorough and ironclad response
to the legal demand letter

For organizations looking to achieve
a sustainable, long-term accessibility
strategy, AudioEye delivers a mix of
leading-edge technology and service
backed by experienced accessibility
subject matter experts. In a costeffective and timely manner, the
AudioEye approach to accessibility
makes digital content more accessible,
and more usable, for more people.

Supporting Resources & Materials:
First-Of-Its-Kind Trial Goes Plaintiff’s Way;
Winn-Dixie Must Update Website For The Blind
https://www.forbes.com/sites/legalnewsline/2017/06/13/first-of-its-kind-trial-goesplaintiffs-way-winn-dixie-must-update-website-for-the-blind/#fb434bd1b38a
Banks the Latest Targets in Website Accessibility Claims
http://www.duanemorris.com/alerts/banks_the_latest_targets_in_website_accessibility_claims_0816.html
What are the Odds? What’s at Stake When Banks Don’t Comply with the ADA?
https://brailleworks.com/the-odds
The Wave of Website and Other ADA Accessibility Claims –
What You Should Know
http://www.littler.com/publication-press/publication/wave-website-and-other-adaaccessibility-claims-%E2%80%93-what-you-should-know
Benefits and ROI of accessible banking
http://www.mediaaccess.org.au/digitalaccessibilityservices/benefits-and-roi-of-accessible-banking

866-331-5324

Reaping the business advantages of accessibility for banking
https://www-03.ibm.com/able/dwnlds/BusinessAdvantBanking-ExecBrief-accessible.
pdf

sales@audioeye.com

Is Your Website Built for the Blind? If Not, You Could Lose an Ugly Lawsuit
https://thefinancialbrand.com/55509/ada-compliance-for-banking-websites

twitter.com/audioeyeinc

Why a Recent Ruling on Disability Access Serves as a Warning to All Businesses
Operating Public Websites
http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/why-a-recent-ruling-on-disability-26466

facebook.com/audioeyeinc
linkedin.com/company/
audioeye-inc-

Why You Should Make Your Website ADA Accessible Now
http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/why-you-should-make-your-website-ada-86468
DOJ Places Website Rulemaking on the ‘Inactive’ List
http://www.adatitleiii.com/tag/doj/
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